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On September 7, 2005 an international educational-practical conference “Career consulting in 
intercultural European spread” took place in Klaipėda College of Social Sciences. During the 
conference 18 speakers have read their reports. The number of registered participants of the conference 
was 65.  
Summarizing all reports that were read during the conference and the outgivings of participants, 
positive and negative points of career informing and consulting were shown.  
Solving problems was not the point of this conference, but negative and positive trends, noticed by 
speakers and participants, showed further way of  career informing job, career orientating and 
consulting fields.  
 
Positive points:  

• Lithuanian government institutions pay a lot of attention to career consulting, depending on EU 
political priorities 

• Common European career orientating spread is being created, moreover information about 
career is getting available 

• Especial attention is paid to career consulting of young people.
• Rising occupation and declining unemployment show not only ameliorative situation in 

economy, that are results of career consultants job. 
• Active programs of labour market are being created, with a view to guarantee the conditions of 

life-long learning, retraining, and getting new skills.  
• New opportunities to find a job in other European countries are given, the laws are supposed to 

give social guaranties to legally working people. 
• Career orientating gives a lot of opportunities in electronic spread. 

 
Negative points:   

• The overflow of students studying at colleges in Lithuania shows that students are not 
orientated enough in choosing a profession. 

• Too few young people in Lithuania  have professional readiness and are not able to compete in 
a labour market. 

• Not all opportunities to get EU support organizing new projects in profession orientating field 
are used. 

• Lack of capacity of career orientating consultants using advanced informational communicating 
technologies in their work. 

• The opportunities of career orientating on the Internet have not been used in Lithuania so far. 
• The types of career orientating are not innovated enough in Lithuania. 



• The partnership between employers and institutions of different career orientating and career 
consulting is not explicated. 

• The advanced profession orientating and career consulting experience of foreign countries is not 
used enough. 

• The lack of training for profession orientating and career consulting specialists. There is no 
system of consultants’ training and professional promotion. 

• The accessibility of profession consultation services is unwarranted. 
• Profession orientating must begin in young school age, however real career consulting begins 

only when seniors start looking for a job. 

The offers of the participants of the conference: 
 

1. To institute the data bank of profession orientating projects in order to EU structural fund 
means to be apportioned properly. 

2. To stimulate and develop contribution between the institutions of profession orientating and 
employers. 

3. To apply effectively advanced foreign countries experience of profession orientating and career 
consulting. 

4. To make profession consultants training and professional promotion system. 
5. To organize qualification development courses for profession orientating and career consulting 

professionals.  
 
All the participants have agreed to the resolution.    
 


